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Monotonous and repetitive work

some people are more unequal than others
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Machines and division of labour

Adam Smith, 1776
• Higher productivity and

wealth

• “At the expense of 

intellectual, social and

martial virtues”

• “Labouring poor fall in this

state”

• “Unless government

takes some pains to

prevent it” (prim.educ)
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Gazelle (NL): Repetitive work, 90 sec,  2015, 1925
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KOGA (NL): Manufacturing the whole bicycle
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VDL Nedcar (NL) body shop 2014
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VDL: 1,5 km repetitive work 61 seconds, 2018
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Audi: Fertigungsinseln statt Fließband?
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Automation or repetitive work?
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Vision picking DHL (NL)
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Agriculture and horticulture
More mechanisation but repetitive work remains
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House factory Plegt-Vos (NL) –
repetitive work
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• HIT: a HIT stands for “Human Intelligence Task”. A HIT 

is a single unit of work that you want to complete. 
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EWCS 2015
Repetitive work

Duration of tasks

More than 

10 minutes, 

don’t know, 

refusal

Between 10 

and 1 minute

Less than 1 

minute
100%

Sweden 59 27 14 100

Netherlands 66 17 17 100

Germany 58 25 17 100

Europe 54 20 26 100



Why reduce repetitive work?

• It’s contrary to human dignity and human rights 

(‘just and favorable conditions of work’, art. 23)

• It does not comply with SDG 8 (decent work) nor 

with European and national legislation

• It’s a waste of talent

• It increases the risk of physical and mental 

health complaints, including alienation

• It’s about the opposite of sustainable work 14



Why does it persist then?

• Global competition and efficiency

• New technologies don't make it disappear

• Lack of knowledge of alternatives

• Maintaining power relations

• Legitimation through meritocracy

• Consumers prefer low prices and animal

wellbeing to employee wellbeing (often

migrants) 15



Legislation leaves room for repetitive work

• EU-Directive 1989: “alleviating monotonous 

work”

• Sweden: “normally no work that is repetitive”, 

except “on account of particular circumstances”

• Netherlands: “Monotonous work (…) shall be 

avoided, where this can reasonably be required”

• Difficult to enforce for the labour inspectorate
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Attention and soft regulation needed

• “Massive market failure to create a good jobs economy” 

(Rodrick & Sabel, 2019)

• Autonomy and participation beneficial for organisation

and employees (Cedefop & Eurofound, ECS, 2019)

• Dissemination of good practices

• EU tools for psychosocial risks (such as PRIMA-F, 2009 

and ISO 45003, 2021)

• Industry 5.0 policy (human centric and sociocentric)

• Workplace innovation and collective agreements 17


